
In Memory 
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Musky smells of yesterday’s heroes, rot in hollow halls. Blemished yellow walls and cold 

metal rails lead the way down our path. Paintings bright and cheery, out of place like a tree 

of blossom growing in a cemetery. They do their best to bring some joy but, often go 

ignored, they have become paled and forlorn. Drained of life and left to gather dust, 

contributing only to that horrid smell of musk. 

 

We pass a face which is wrinkled and wrung of much of the personality it once possessed. 

Every line and crease once a smile, now all old memories since deceased. Wiped away, like 

the dirt smudges she once cleaned, off the soft skin, on her children’s cheeks. 

 

Her lips stretch to a smile, but I am not sure what for, as each step for this lady seems like 

she’s fighting a war. Slow and hobbled, her steps are small. That old, metal frame rolling her 

along, like a child and their hoop from days that are far gone. 

 

She is not alone in this gradual march, others walk near her, dressed in blue and keeping 

watch. Each trip a fright, each fall a terror. She is a rope splitting in two, only being held 

together by a single tether. 

 

Something dark and foreboding looms, as we now approach the place, they call his room. I 

hear him cough, wheeze and splutter. This is followed by an incoherent mutter. A complaint 

of pain, a simple ask or perhaps a flicker of a time that has come to pass. 

 

Ambling in the doorway, eyes wide and blue, observing carefully everything they do. A 

sentence here, a question there, but all this old man does is stare. Once my papa, once a 

man. Now a child lost and hollow. Forever in a limo between today and tomorrow. An 

empty shell. A cast of what he used to be. It has been some time since he has remembered 

me. 

 

 



 

Living in a disappearing past, the huddled family wonders how long this pain will last. The 

hope in their eyes has long since been diminished. We stagger our way through to the final 

finish. The light at the end of the tunnel is bleak. Not much more is said, barely a word they 

speak. 

 

 

Once surrounded by nurses dressed in blue, now closed in by figures shrouded in black. A 

light once bright has flickered and dimmed. Memories lost to time, we dance to death’s 

foreboding tune. Life is fleeting, and over too soon. 


